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Abstract
Most indoor 3D scene reconstruction methods focus on
recovering 3D geometry and scene layout. In this work,
we go beyond this to propose PhotoScene1 , a framework
that takes input image(s) of a scene along with approximately aligned CAD geometry (either reconstructed automatically or manually specified) and builds a photorealistic digital twin with high-quality materials and similar lighting. We model scene materials using procedural
material graphs; such graphs represent photorealistic and
resolution-independent materials. We optimize the parameters of these graphs and their texture scale and rotation,
as well as the scene lighting to best match the input image
via a differentiable rendering layer. We evaluate our technique on objects and layout reconstructions from ScanNet,
SUN RGB-D and stock photographs, and demonstrate that
our method reconstructs high-quality, fully relightable 3D
scenes that can be re-rendered under arbitrary viewpoints,
zooms and lighting.

1. Introduction
A core need in 3D content creation is to recreate indoor
scenes from photographs with a high degree of photorealism. Such photorealistic “digital twins” can be used in a
variety of applications including augmented reality, photographic editing and simulations for training in synthetic yet
realistic environments. In recent years, commodity RGBD
sensors have become common and remarkable progress has
been made in reconstructing 3D scene geometry from both
single [14, 47] and multiple photographs [51], as well as
in aligning 3D models to images to build CAD-like scene
reconstructions [5, 22, 23, 36]. But photorealistic applications require going beyond the above geometry acquisition
to capture material and lighting too — to not only recreate
appearances accurately but also visualize and edit them at
arbitrary resolutions, under novel views and illumination.
Prior works assign material to geometry under the simplifying assumptions of homogeneous material [23] or sin1 Code:

https://github.com/ViLab-UCSD/photoscene
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Figure 1.
Given an input photo and a coarsely aligned
3D scene model, PhotoScene automatically infers high-quality
spatially-varying procedural materials and scene illumination to
closely match scene appearance. The reconstructed materials are
resolution-independent (see zoom insets) and ascribed to the full
3D geometry, to create a high-quality photorealistic digital twin
that can be rendered under novel views and lighting.

gle objects [38]. In contrast, we deal with the challenge
of ascribing spatially-varying material to an indoor scene
while reasoning about its complex and global interactions
with arbitrary unknown illumination. One approach to our
problem would be to rely on state-of-the-art inverse rendering methods [29, 32] to reconstruct per-pixel material properties and lighting. However, these methods are limited to
the viewpoint and resolution of the input photograph, and
do not assign materials to regions that are not visible (either outside the field of view or occluded by other objects).
Instead, we posit that learned scene priors from inverse rendering are a good initialization, whereafter a judicious combination of expressive material priors and physically-based
differentiable rendering can solve the extremely ill-posed
optimization of spatially-varying material and lighting.
In this paper, we use procedural node graphs as compact
yet expressive priors for scene material properties. Such
graphs are heavily used in the content and design industry
to represent high-quality, resolution-independent materials
with a compact set of optimizable parameters [1, 3]. This
offers a significant advantage: if the parameters of a procedural graph can be estimated from just the observed parts of
the scene in an image, we can use the full graph to ascribe
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materials to the entire scene. Prior work of Shi et al. [43]
estimates procedural materials, but is restricted to fully observed flat material samples imaged under known flash illumination. In contrast, we demonstrate that such procedural
materials can be estimated from partial observations of indoor scenes under arbitrary, unknown illumination.
We assume as input a coarse 3D model of the scene
with possibly imperfect alignment to the image, obtained
through 3D reconstruction methods [5, 22, 36], or manually assembled by an artist. We segment the image into
distinct material regions, identify an appropriate procedural graph (from a library) for each region, then use the 3D
scene geometries and their corresponding texture UV parameterizations to “unwarp” these pixels into (usually incomplete) 2D textures. This establishes a fully differentiable pipeline from the parameters of the procedural material via a physically-based rendering layer to an image of
the scene, allowing us to backpropagate the rendering error
to optimize the material parameters. In addition, we also
estimate rotation and scale of the UV parameterization and
optimize the parameters of the globally-consistent scene illumination to best match the input photograph.
As shown in Fig. 1 our method can infer spatiallyvarying materials and lighting even from a single image.
Transferring these materials to the input geometry produces
a fully relightable 3D scene that can then be rendered under novel viewpoint or lighting. Since procedural materials
are resolution-invariant and tileable, we can render closeup
views that reveal fine material details, without having observed these in the input photograph. This goes significantly
beyond the capabilities of current scene-level inverse rendering methods and allows for the creation of high-quality,
photorealistic replicas of complex indoor scenes.

2. Related Works
Material acquisition and recognition High-quality materials have been estimated in many prior works, using both
single [4, 12, 19, 30] or multiple [13, 15] input images. Most
of the above methods estimate materials for planar samples,
as opposed our inputs that are unconstrained images of complex indoor scenes. While material recognition methods
have been proposed to classify image regions into material
categories [8], they do not yield parametric materials that
could be used for relighting and view synthesis. In recent
years, several methods have been proposed to use procedural graphs as materials priors and estimate their parameters
to match the appearance of captured images [17, 20, 43]. In
particular, we use MATch [43], a differentiable procedural
material model based on Substance node graphs, to constrain our materials to the SVBRDF manifold. However, the
above methods only consider flat material samples captured
under known flash illumination, while our goal is significantly more challenging – our inputs are photos of indoor

scenes with complex geometry, lit by unknown spatiallyvarying illumination, with scene layout and occlusions leading to incomplete textures with arbitrary scales and rotation.
Inverse rendering of indoor scenes Our problem may be
seen as an instance of inverse rendering [34, 39], but we
must estimate materials that are amenable for rendering under novel views and lighting, as well as editability. Several approaches have been proposed for inverse rendering
for objects [31, 33, 40, 42, 44, 48], but our focus is on indoor
scenes, which have been considered in both early [7, 26, 27]
and recent [29, 41] works. A convolutional neural network
with a differentiable rendering layer estimates depths, perpixel SVBRDF and spatially-varying lighting in [29] using
a single input image. We use their material and lighting
outputs as our initialization and to aid our differentiable
rendering losses in image space, but go further to assign
procedural materials that can be used for rendering novel
views and estimate lighting that is consistent across views.
Recent work has applied differentiable rendering [28] to recover spatially-varying reflectance and lighting given photos and 3D geometry [6, 37]. However, these methods estimate per-vertex BRDFs and require high-quality geometry
as input, while our procedural models regularize scene materials, allowing us to infer them from only coarsely aligned
3D models and to re-render novel viewpoints with material
detail that was not observed in the input photos.
Material transfer from photographs LIME [35] clones
the homogeneous material from a single color image. Material Memex [24] and Unsupervised Texture Transfer [50]
exploit correlations between part geometries and materials,
or across patches for material transfer to objects. PhotoShape [38] assigns photorealistic materials to 3D objects
through material classifiers trained on a synthetic dataset.
In contrast, we seek material transfer in indoor scenes,
which is significantly harder since image appearances entwine material properties with complex light transport. The
material suggestion system of [9] textures synthetic indoor
scenes with high-quality materials, but based on a set of
pre-defined rules for local material and global aesthetics,
whereas we must solve challenging inverse problems in a
differentiable framework to match the appearances of real
images.
Indoor scene 3D reconstruction Many works reconstruct
indoor 3D scene geometry (objects and room layout) from
single images [22, 23, 36] or RGBD scans [5], but either do
not address material and lighting estimation, or use heuristics like median color to assign diffuse textures [23]. Our
work focuses on reconstructing high-quality material and
lighting from input photos and is complementary to geometric reconstruction methods; indeed, we can leverage
these methods to build our input coarse 3D model. Like
us, Plan2Scene [49] also aims to reconstruct textured 3D
scenes, but is limited to diffuse textures and constrained by
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Figure 2. The PhotoScene framework. From the input photo(s) and 3D scene model, we estimate scene normals and lighting via an
inverse rendering method, and compute material parts and align them to the model UVs and part segments. We model scene materials with
procedural graphs. For each material part, we identify an appropriate graph from a collection and use a differentiable rendering module
to optimize for the graph and UV transformation parameters. We also refine the initial lighting. Assigning the optimized materials and
lighting to the input 3D model gives us our output PhotoScene—a renderable 3D scene that matches the appearance of the input photos.

the quality of the texture synthesis model. In contrast, by
optimizing a procedural material model, we are able to recover high-quality non-Lambertian materials; we also optimize for illumination and hence better match the input image appearance.

3. Proposed Method
Our method starts from an input image (or multiple images) of an indoor scene and a roughly matching scene reconstruction (automatic or manual). Our goal is to obtain
high-resolution tileable material textures for each object, as
well as a globally consistent lighting for the scene.
The method consists of four high-level stages, as shown
in Fig. 2. We compute an initial estimate of scene normals
and lighting. We also find material parts, and align them between the input and rendered image, so that each material
part can be optimized separately. Next, we choose a material prior for each material part, in the form of a procedural node graph that produces the material’s textures (albedo,
normal and roughness) given a small set of parameters. Finally, we optimize the parameters of all materials as well as
the lighting in the scene. Below we describe this in detail.

3.1. Initialization and Alignment
In the initialization step, we obtain estimates of normals
and lighting from the input image(s) that guide the subsequent optimization. Next, since the synthetic scene is composed of elements that are not perfectly aligned with the
input photograph(s), we warp the pixels rendered from the
geometry to best fit the scene structure in the input photograph per material part. If there are multiple input images
per scene available, we perform consensus-aware view se-

lection (see the supplementary materials for details).
Pixel-level normals and lighting initialization. We use the
pretrained inverse rendering network (InvRenderNet) from
Li et al. [29] to obtain spatially-varying incoming lighting
estimates Linv and per-pixel normals N inv to guide the material optimization in pixel space (Sec. 3.3). We do not use the
estimated albedo and roughness from InvRenderNet, except
as baselines for comparison, as shown in Fig. 12.
Material part mask and mapping. For each material part,
our method requires a mask Mphoto to indicate the region
of interest in the input image, and another mask Mgeo to
indicate the same in the synthetic image. The latter mask
is trivially available by rendering the synthetic geometry.
To obtain Mphoto automatically, we make use of predictions
from MaskFormer [10] as proposals, and find the mapping
by computing maximum intersection over union (IoU) with
respect to Mgeo of all material parts. Semantic and instance
labels (when available) can be used to reduce the proposals.
To obtain more robust results, manually segmented masks
can be taken as Mphoto instead. More details can be found
in the supplementary material.
Geometry/photo alignment and warping. To handle misalignment between material parts in the input image and the
geometry, we compute an affine pixel warp. We obtain pixel
locations x∗s to sample values from Mgeo of the geometry to
warp to the material mask Mphoto at pixel xt as
  \mathbf {x}_s^* = \tfrac {\mathbf {x}_t - \mathbf {c}_{p}}{\mathbf {l}_{p}} \cdot \mathbf {l}_{g} + \mathbf {c}_{g} \; , \label {eq:ptopt} 

(1)

where {cg , lg } and {cp , lp } are the centers and sizes of
bounding boxes around the masks. As the affine warp is
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Figure 3. An expressive material prior optimizable with a few parameters allows recreating photorealistic appearances, in contrast
to heuristics that may rely solely on pixel-space inverse rendering.

imperfect, some pixels will not have a correspondence and
will be dropped. Please see supplementary for details.
At the end of this initialization and alignment step, we
obtain per-material part UVs and corresponding masks in
the input and synthetic images, as well as an initial estimate
of scene lighting and normals.

3.2. Material Prior: Procedural Node Graphs
Modeling spatially-varying materials as 2D textures is
difficult due to the ill-posed nature of the problem: the textures may not be fully observed in the input image, and they
are lit by uncontrolled illumination. Therefore, a key step
of our method is to constrain materials to lie on a valid
SVBRDF manifold, by specifying a material prior that is
expressive, yet determined by a small number of parameters. This material prior must be differentiable to allow parameter optimization via backpropagation. This is in contrast to a bottom-up approach that might rely on pixel space
outputs from inverse rendering (see Fig. 3 and 12).
We use MATch [43], a material prior based on differentiable procedural node graphs. Their implementation provides 88 differentiable procedural graphs that model high
quality spatially-varying materials, each with a unique set
of parameters. For our purposes, these graphs are simply
differentiable functions from a parameter vector θ to albedo,
normal and roughness textures Auv , Nuv , Ruv . We add an
additional offset parameter for the albedo output from the
graphs to more easily control the dominant albedo colors.
We select 71 graphs that are representative of indoor scenes
as our graph collection {g 1 , ..., g 71 }. We augment this set
with a homogeneous material, used for untextured parts.
Material graph selection.

For each material part in
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Figure 5. Given a material part mask, UV, scene normals and lighting (top), we construct a fully differentiable pipeline from material
graph (θ) and UV transformation (ϕ) parameters via a texture-toimage mapping and differentiable rendering layer to a rendered
image. We optimize for these parameters by comparing this rendering to the input photo.

the image, we need to choose an appropriate procedural node graph from the library. We address this by
nearest neighbor search using a VGG feature distance.
Specifically, we sample 10 materials from each of the 71
graphs with random parameters, resulting in 710 exemplar
material maps {(A|N |R)1uv , · · · , (A|N |R)710
uv }. We render the part using each exemplar with our differentiable
renderer (Sec. 3.3), resulting in 710 render-graph pairs
1
2
710
{(Ĩrend
, g 1 ), (Ĩrend
, g 1 ), ...(Ĩrend
, g 71 )}, then select the k
(= 21) most similar renderings to the input using a masked
VGG distance (Eq. 9), which vote for their corresponding
graphs and we pick the graph g kN N with the most votes.
We also experiment with predicting material super
classes (e.g. wood, plastic, etc.) using a pretrained classifier and then selecting a graph from the class, but find the
kNN search less susceptible to errors (Fig. 4). For small
parts where it is difficult to observe spatial variations, we
use homogeneous materials.

3.3. Material Part Differentiable Rendering
Our framework leverages a material part differentiable
rendering module as a way to predict the appearance of
a part given its texture-space material maps (A|N |R)uv ,
pixel-space geometry N inv , and local lighting Linv . The differentiable rendering module can be used for optimization
through back-propagation. We use it to optimize for material parameters in Sec. 3.4.
During rendering, we use a spatially-varying grid of in-
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A, R = SampleU V (Auv (θ), Ruv (θ)),

ScanNet
Optimized
Lighting
N Ceiling Lights

Single Light Sources

Figure 6. Example of lighting optimization result using N = 2
ceiling lights and one environment map lighting. The optimized
lighting is close to original ScanNet images.

(2)

N=

Rot(SampleU V (Nuv (θ))),

(3)

Ĩrend =

RenderLayer(A, N, R, L).

(4)

As the originally assigned UV coordinates might not have
the optimal scale and orientation to apply the corresponding material, we apply texture transformation parameters ϕ
(rotation, scale, and translation) to map original coordinates
U V 0 to more appropriate ones U V .
U V = UVTransform(U V 0 , ϕ).

Env. Light

coming light environment maps [29] as our lighting representation, which allows the operation of the rendering module to remain local; no additional rays need to be traced by
the rendering process, which is crucial for efficiency.
Our differentiable rendering module is shown in Fig. 5.
Our material model is a physically-based microfacet
BRDF [25]. The rendering module takes per-pixel texture
(UV) coordinates, to sample material textures Auv , Nuv ,
Ruv generated from the material prior using parameters θ
as g kN N (θ). The normals need to be rotated into the local
shading frame of a given point on the material part. The
rendering module then uses per-pixel material parameters
A, N , R and spatially-varying local incoming lighting L to
render the image pixels I˜rend :

Using this statistics loss encourages matching color distributions but not spatially-varying patterns. To further
match the patterns, we add a masked version of VGG loss
Lvgg [45]. Let C̃l and Cl be the normalized VGG feature
maps of Ĩrend and Iphoto extracted from layer l2 , we apply
mask Maln on the sum of upsampled L2 difference of normalized feature maps C̃l and Cl and compute the maskweighted average among the pixels x:

(5)

Fig. 9 provides visual examples of the importance of considering rotation and scale in our differentiable rendering.

3.4. Material and Lighting Optimization
Images conflate lighting, geometry, and materials into an
intensity value. To better disambiguate lighting from material, we adopt a two-step process. First, we use our initial
spatially-varying lighting prediction from InvRenderNet to
optimize the materials for each object. Next, we perform
a globally consistent lighting optimization to refine our illumination. Finally, we optimize the materials once more,
this time using our refined lighting. This procedure reduces
the signal leakage between material and lighting.
Material optimization. There is no exact correspondence
between the rendered and reference pixels. Thus, we compute the absolute difference Lstat of the statistics (mean µ
and variance σ 2 ) of the masked pixels of the part of interest
to optimize both material prior parameters θ and UV transformation parameters ϕ:
  \mathcal {L}_\text {mean} &= | \mu (\mathcal {I}_\text {photo} \cdot M_\text {aln}) - \mu (\Tilde {\mathcal {I}}_\text {rend} \cdot M_\text {aln} )|, \\ \mathcal {L}_\text {var} &= | \sigma ^2(\mathcal {I}_\text {photo} \cdot M_\text {aln} ) - \sigma ^2(\Tilde {\mathcal {I}}_\text {rend} \cdot M_\text {aln} )|, \\ \mathcal {L}_\text {stat} &= \mathcal {L}_\text {mean} + \mathcal {L}_\text {var},
(8)
where Maln is the resulting aligned mask from the alignment
step.

  \label {eq:vgg} \mathcal {L}_\text {vgg} = \frac {1}{\sum \limits _{x} {M_\text {aln}}}\sum _x M_\text {aln} \left ( \sum _{l}\text {\small Up}\left ( \mathcal {\Tilde {C}}_{l}-\mathcal {C}_{l} \right )^2 \right ).

(9)

We also try a masked style loss based on the Gram matrices of VGG features [16], but find that it does not provide
significant improvement over Lstat and Lvgg . Therefore, we
use the following loss for material optimization:
  \mathcal {L}_\text {total} &= \alpha \mathcal {L}_\text {stat} + \beta \mathcal {L}_\text {vgg}.

(10)

Rather than jointly optimizing for material and UV parameters, we find that convergence is more stable with alternately searching for UV parameters in a discretized space
and optimizing for material graph parameters. Spatiallyvarying roughness parameters are difficult to optimize in a
single view due to limited observations of highlights, so we
replace the roughness output from the graph with a single
mean value during optimization (the final result can still use
the full roughness textures).
Globally consistent lighting optimization. To estimate
globally consistent lighting, we represent indoor lighting
as N area lights and one environment light which may be
observed through the windows. We optimize for RGB intensities for each light source. For scenes without light
source annotations, we uniformly place area lights on the
ceiling every 3 meters of distance. With the materials we
previously optimized, we render images with each single
2 The
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layers used here are relu1 2, relu2 2, relu3 3, relu4 3, relu5 3.

Photo

Pre-Material Refinement

Post Material Refinement

Photo (Geometry inset)

Transfer Result

Novel View

Novel Lighting

Figure 7. Second-round material refinement successfully corrects
the inaccurate reflectance values estimated in the first round.

light source turned on. We compute the RGB intensities by
comparing these renderings with the input view using least
squares. Specifically, with N area lights (including ceiling
lights and lamps) in a room with V input images, we solve
for 3 × (N + 1) RGB coefficients xr , xg , xb ∈ RN +1 (the
+1 refers to an environment light visible through windows).
We use these coefficients to re-weight the intensities of each
light source. Fig. 6 demonstrates examples of rendering under selected views with each light source and the final combined optimized lighting. We additionally optimize for relative exposure values under different views, since they may
vary over a video acquired using commodity cameras.
Material reoptimization. With the refined globallyconsistent light sources, we re-optimize the materials to improve our results. We render a new spatially-varying incoming lighting grid Lglobal from the synthetic scene with
the optimized light sources and use the same optimization
loss as Sec. 3.3. We only optimize for a homogeneous rescaling of the albedo and roughness maps in this round,
as the spatially-varying patterns are already correctly optimized by the first iteration. Fig. 7 demonstrates that this
refinement step can rectify inaccurate material parameters
caused by albedo-lighting ambiguities in the inverse rendering network.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets
We demonstrate our method on photos and corresponding scene data from several sources and demonstrate its robustness on images and scene geometry of varying quality.
ScanNet-to-OpenRooms. We use geometry and 3D part
segmentations from OpenRooms [32], corresponding to
multi-view input images from ScanNet [11] videos, with instance segmentation labels as mask proposals for Mphoto .
Photos-to-Manual. For several high-quality real-world
photos, we also manually construct matching scenes using
Blender [2] from a single view and manually segment the
material part masks for demonstration purposes.
SUN-RGBD-to-Total3D. Our method can also be used for
fully automatic material and lighting transfer using a singleimage mesh reconstruction from Total3D [36] applied to
SUN-RGBD [46] inputs. The reconstruction in this case
is coarser than CAD retrieval and with a single material per

Figure 8. Example of material transfer results for different scenes
with ScanNet-to-OpenRooms.
Photo (Geometry inset)

Transfer result

Novel view

Novel lighting

Figure 9. Our material and lighting transfer results for two
scenes in Photos-to-Manual dataset. Note how our method is
able to accurately reconstruct the appearance and orientation of
the spatially-varying materials in these scenes.

object. We use MaskFormer [10] to obtain segmentation labels as mask proposals and use object classes for mapping.
We assume all meshes have texture coordinates. If not,
we use Blender’s [2] Smart UV feature to generate them.

4.2. Material and Lighting Transfer
We demonstrate our material and lighting transfer results
in Fig. 8, 9 and 10, where our material prior allows interesting relighting effects such as specular highlights, shadows
and global illumination under novel views and lighting.
Multiview inputs with CAD geometry. We demonstrate
the multi-view setup in Fig. 8 with ScanNet-to-OpenRooms
dataset. We select an optimal view for every single material
to get the best observation as well as to estimate the global
lighting for the entire room. Even though the CAD mod-
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Photo (Geometry +
Panoptic Pred. inset)

Transfer Result

Novel View

Novel Lighting

Ours preferred over

Classifier
68.19%

InvRender Med.
65.06%

Pixel Med.
69.70%

Table 1. User study asking which method produces results more
similar to the reference with ScanNet-to-OpenRooms dataset.
RMSE
SSIM
LPIPS

Classifier
0.452
0.401
0.546

InvRend. Med.
0.349
0.479
0.510

Pixel Med.
0.337
0.497
0.501

Ours
0.259
0.493
0.489

Table 2. Similarity evaluation between baselines rendering results
and reference photo with ScanNet-to-OpenRooms dataset.

Figure 10. Examples of material transfer results with SUN-RGBDto-Total3D. Note that these are fully automatic results by using
Total3D to reconstruct 3D meshes and panoptic label predictions
from MaskFormer. Our method is robust to imperfect geometry
and panoptic prediction labels as shown in the inset.
Original Result

Perturb Graph Parameter

Adjust UV Rotation

Adjust UV Scale

Figure 11. Example of editable variations from originally optimized procedural graph materials for ceiling. We can perturb
graph parameters or adjust UV parameters from optimized results
to generate various appearances.

els are neither perfectly aligned nor perfect replicas of real
objects, our method can closely match input appearances.
More results are in supplementary.
Single-image inputs. Our method can even be applied to
single image inputs, as shown in Fig. 1 and 9 with our own
Photos-to-Manual dataset. Our framework allows material transfer for unseen portions of coarsely aligned CAD
models from the photo, as shown in the novel view rendering. This makes the framework more practical than recent
works [37] that require perfectly aligned geometry and multiview images to optimize for observed geometry. In the
second row of Fig. 9, both material and orientation of the
carpets with grid patterns are successfully estimated. Lastly,
the estimated materials are high-resolution and photorealistic as shown in the zoom-in views and relighting results.

further edits from the current parameters. We can adjust
material and UV parameters starting from the current estimation and generate edited results as shown in Fig. 11. Note
that the image becomes brighter by perturbing graph parameters under the same lighting which explains materials can
also change the brightness of an image. This demonstrates
the benefit of globally consistent lighting optimization with
material refinement stages, which ensures materials for each
part are consistent under global lighting representation.

4.3. Baseline Comparisons
Material classifier. The most relevant work to ours is
PhotoShape [38], which learns a material classifier from
a dataset of shapes with material assignments. The input
to the network is an image with an aligned material part
mask. Although PhotoShape does not consider lighting or
complex indoor scenes, we compare by mimicking their approach in our setting. We borrow the material classification
model from [38] and re-train it in a whole scene setting,
with classification of material parts over 886 materials and
material category classification over 9 super-classes. For
each input image associated with a material part mask, we
predict one of 886 material labels. Implementation details
can be found in supplementary materials.
Median of per-pixel material predictions. For this baseline, we can construct a homogeneous material from perpixel predictions of the inverse rendering network [29] by
computing median values of per-pixel albedo and roughness
under selected view for each material in the masked region
and setting the normal to flat.
Median of pixel values. We follow IM2CAD [23] to assign
a homogeneous albedo as the median values of the 3 color
channels independently within the masked region in the selected view for each material, set a fixed roughness value at
0.7 and use a flat normal.

Automatic 3D reconstruction and masks. Our method
can be fully automatic by using off-the-shelf single image
3D reconstruction and panoptic (or instance) prediction for
initialization. We illustrate this in Fig. 10 with the SUNRGBD-to-Total3D dataset. This shows that our method is
robust even when both masks and meshes are imperfect and
not aligned well, which also cannot be achieved in recent
works [37] that need high-quality aligned geometry.

Comparisons and user study. The comparisons of our
results with baselines are shown in Fig. 12 with various
datasets.3 The material classifier can only predict material

Variations from optimized material. Another advantage
of procedural graph material representation is that it allows

3 As none of the baselines can estimate global lighting well, we use our
predicted lighting to render baseline images to ensure fair comparison.
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More analysis. We further conduct an ablation study of
component choice and robustness of using different ways to
obtain material part masks in the supplementary.
Discussion and Limitations. Our algorithm assumes a part
segmentation already exists in the reconstructed geometry,
and our results depend on its quality and granularity. A
finer part segmentation could be achieved by retrieving objects from a higher quality CAD model collection. Our
graph collection is limited to the set provided by the existing implementation of MATch [43], though more general
procedural graphs could be added with some effort, possibly using automatic techniques [21]. Our approach cannot handle specific patterns such as paintings, which could
be addressed by training a generative model for such materials [18]. Lastly, we rely on a neural inverse rendering
initialization, where the current state-of-the-art is restricted
to small resolutions, so some high-frequency information

Material Classifier

Inv. Render Median

Photo Median

Ours

ScanNet-to-OpenRooms

Photos-to-Manual CAD alignment

Photo

SUN-RGBD-to-Total3D

from a predefined dataset, which is not guaranteed to match
the actual appearance in the photo. The median of the inverse rendering method can generate appearances close to
the photo, but the albedo color sometimes goes off due to
the issue of albedo-lighting ambiguities. The median of
photo pixels robustly computes the albedo color similar to
the photo, but both the spatially-varying patterns and the
roughness are not estimated. In contrast, our method can
estimate accurate spatially-varying materials which is similar to the photo as well as the global lighting.
For quantitative evaluations, Table 2 reports similarity
metrics (RMSE, SSIM, LPIPS) between photos and renderings of various methods with 70 randomly sampled
scenes, consisting of 669 material parts, using ScanNet-toOpenRooms dataset under uniformly sampled views in Table 2. We compute RMSE on the optimized region for each
material, while SSIM and LPIPS are on the entire image.
Note that these similarity metrics are not designed to evaluate similarity between misaligned images or to evaluate
spatial variations, so tend to favor homogeneous outputs of
the median-based methods. Nevertheless, PhotoScene outperforms all baselines on these metrics, except pixel median
in SSIM. Note that the homogeneous albedo from pixel median may match a photo well on an average, but without
spatial variations or accurate relighting in new views.
To evaluate methods with human perception, we provide
a user study to evaluate the similarity in Table 1 using the
same dataset. We choose 20 random scenes with uniformly
sampled 4 to 12 views and render a set of images under
selected views with our result. We ask users on Amazon
Mechanical Turk to determine which set of images is more
similar to the corresponding photo set. More details can
be found in the supplementary material. About 65 to 70%
users think PhotoScene generates results more similar to the
inputs. Thus, our method outperforms the baselines both
qualitatively and quantitatively.

Figure 12. Qualitative comparison3 with baselines on various
datasets, where our method generates high-quality materials with
spatially-varying patterns that better match the input photograph.

from photos might be lost. This will likely be improved by
future architectures handling higher resolutions. We note a
potential negative impact of spurious edits (Deepfakes) of
indoor scenes, which we discuss further in supplementary.

5. Conclusion
We have presented a novel approach to transfer materials and lighting to indoor scene geometries, such that their
rendered appearance matches one or more input images.
Unlike previous work on material transfer for objects, we
must handle the complex inter-dependence of material with
spatially-varying lighting that encodes distant interactions.
We achieve this through an optimization that constrains the
material to lie on an SVBRDF manifold represented by procedural graphs, while solving for the material parameters
and globally-consistent lighting with a differentiable renderer that best approximates the image appearances. We
demonstrate high-quality material transfer on several real
scenes from the ScanNet, SUN-RGBD dataset and unconstrained photographs of indoor scenes. Since we estimate
tileable materials that can be procedurally generated, the
scenes with transferred material can be viewed from novel
vantage points, or under different illumination conditions,
while maintaining a high degree of photorealism. We believe our work may have significant benefits for 3D content generation in artistic editing and mixed reality applications. Further, our approach can be used to create datasets
for inverse rendering, where geometry is easier to acquire
but ground truth material and lighting are hard to obtain.
Acknowledgments: We thank NSF awards CAREER 1751365,
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